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Taking a Step Back

Solo family law attorney, Bill Farias of Farias Family Law, P.C., always 
had a vision for what he wanted his firm to look like. He wanted to have 
a dominantly virtual practice, highly systematized and automated, that 
would give him the freedom and flexibility to transition to the role of law 
firm owner instead of being the sole practicing lawyer.

“At the end of 2019, I started to think more 
deeply about growth, and I set more concrete 
goals for where I wanted my practice to be years 
from now. Then, I outlined specific targets for 
how I would improve my marketing, scale the 
firm and move towards operating remotely.”

After running into limitations with Clio Grow1, Bill knew that if he wanted 
to take the marketing of his practice to the next level, it would require 
a more robust platform for email marketing and the automation of 
tasks. As a first step, he began a research and due diligence process 
by requesting feedback from other practitioners in online communities. 
After several discussions and firsthand feedback, it was clear that the 
Lawmatics feature set was sophisticated and powerful enough to achieve 
his vision.

CLIENT

Bill Farias, Esq.
Farias Family Law, P.C.

PROFILE

Solo Family Law Attorney
in Fall River, MA

RESULT
Optimized Processes, Lead Conversion and Client Communication 
as the Foundation for Future Growth

1 Formerly Lexicata
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Accelerating the Action Plan

When the COVID-19 pandemic shutdown enforcements made their way 
across the US, Bill found himself with the additional time necessary to 
take a step back and define a concrete vision and action plan for the 
future of his firm. With the elimination of in-person meetings, commute 
time and conference travel, Bill took full advantage of the opportunity to 
dig in and build a foundation of systems that would position his firm for 
massive growth.

“I had been moving toward a virtual practice for a 
long time, and the additional time was a blessing 
in disguise. It has accelerated my practice in ways 
I couldn’t have imagined. It has allowed me to 
focus on the high-level goal of planning and setting 
up my transition to the role of CEO for my firm. 
It’s incredibly exciting — especially now that I’ve 
acquired a taste for what the position is like.” 

By outlining a set of clear and actionable goals for his practice, Bill 
was able to identify exactly how he wanted to leverage the power of 
Lawmatics. Before diving in head first and attempting to DIY the project, 
he wisely reached out1 to his dedicated onboarding contact, Johnny 
Bissell, to discuss his plan and determine which portions of automation 
to build out first. 

Phase 1 — The Marketing and Intake Unit

Organic marketing efforts and referrals are the source of new clients for 
Farias Family Law. Bill’s first goal was to build infrastructure, systems 
and policies to support growth. He began by organizing and tracking 
his sources. Leads who find the firm via Google, Facebook and Avvo, or 
who have engaged with a piece of content such as a video, article or 
blog, are all automatically entered into Lawmatics. Then, based on the 

1 You can reach 
out to a dedicated 

onboarding specialist at 
support@lawmatics.com

mailto:support%40lawmatics.com?subject=Re%3A%20Onboarding%20Specialist
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source, they are enrolled in an automated lead conversion workflow that 
immediately engages the contact.

“A lot of what I have done in Lawmatics is to eliminate 
gaps in the intake funnel in order to ensure that 
I am following up with leads in a timely manner 
effectively. Before I invest more money in marketing, 
I want to make sure the lead conversion process 
we have is optimized. Furthermore, if I pour gas on 
the fire, it’s going to result in bad service, which 
endangers the health and reputation of my firm.”

Despite the marketing budgets larger firms may have, few pay close 
attention or notice the gaps they have in their intake funnel. A well-
managed marketing and intake program gives small firms a competitive 
edge to win the business of clients in their local market and achieve a 
higher return on their marketing investments.

Phase 2 — The Automation Unit

After witnessing the capabilities and impact that Lawmatics had on  
the marketing, intake and conversion portions of his business, Bill  
turned his attention to the delivery process. For every new client that is 
retained based on the type of case they have, they are enrolled in a  
drip campaign.

“I love the text messaging feature. We include 
automated messages in our follow-up campaigns 
for prospective and current clients.”

Bill identified an opportunity to systematize serving clients that is similar 
to the intake process. By thinking about processes like stages in a 
pipeline, a firm can identify repeated tasks, messages and information 
shared. All of the steps can be automated with Lawmatics.
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Automation Stages and Workflows

Lead Capture

Form completions and inbound 
inquiries are recorded.

Retained Clients

Educational messages are sent to 
help set expectations and explain 
the legal process. 

Payment Requests and 
Reminders

Depending on the case type, 
mobile-friendly payment requests 
are made with overdue reminders 
and a link to pay via email or text. 

Event-based Engagement 
Campaigns

When appointments are booked, 
pertinent information about a 
client is automatically included. 
For example, court date, time and 
instructions on what to bring or 
how to prepare is noted.

Reviews and Referrals

After closing a case, a follow-up 
sequence is triggered requesting 
a review for the online profile(s) 
of choice. Then, set a reminder 
to reach out to a client on a 
birthday, anniversary or a year 
from the date you began working 
together.

Consultation Booking

Automated messages and 
appointment requests are sent to 
the contact.

Lead Follow Up

Additional text and email 
messages are sent to 
unconverted contacts. 

Task Assignments

Reminders are sent to staff to 
ensure that no leads are left 
untouched.

MARKETING & INTAKE UNIT

AUTOMATION UNIT
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Phase 3 — Internal Process Optimization

Following the implementation of Lawmatics, the entire Farias Family Law 
team have become power users, and they are now keen to automate 
non-billable and billable tasks everywhere possible. Bill is on a mission 
to take full advantage of every feature and integration possible. He is 
using his commute-free COVID time to automate documents and assign 
a series of case-type specific tasks to his team.

Above and Beyond Onboarding

Bill was thrilled to know that the Lawmatics onboarding team gave him 
the support and training he needed to easily build out forms, templates, 
documents, workflows, and automations.

“The onboarding experience was awesome. First, 
the team replicated what I had in Clio Grow. Then, 
they went above that in every area. Johnny was 
incredibly patient and taught me how automations 
work and how to optimize my automations. He 
hopped onto calls, would screenshare and even 
created Loom training videos for me to reference 
as I dove deeper into Lawmatics capabilities. Now, 
I reach out as needed, and the team coordinates 
a call. I got my money’s worth and way more. 
Their support and service are incredible!”
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Preparing for the Future

The way Bill views these unprecedented times and the dip in case 
volume is a testament to the power of grit and dedication. He is seizing 
this opportunity to take the time necessary to design the systems and 
solidify a foundation upon which his practice can grow.

“Case volume is coming back, and I know 
I’m going to experience growing pains, but I 
want to be ready. Lawmatics has given me the 
tools I need to scale my practice and take on 
more volume than I ever thought possible.”

To learn more about how Lawmatics can help you make 
the vision for your firm come to life, contact us at:

(888) 646-5071   •   mail@lawmatics.com   •   www.lawmatics.com

tel:8886465071 
mailto:mail%40lawmatics.com?subject=Re%3A%20Lawmatics%20Case%20Study%20-%20Building%20a%20foundation%20for%20growth
http://www.lawmatics.com

